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Abstract

In this paper we use techniques and examples from ordered space theory to study spaces having
various kinds of weakly uniform bases. We show that any generalized ordered space has a< ω-
weakly uniform base if and only if it is quasi-developable and has Property N, a generalization of the
Gδ-diagonal property. We also show that any linearly ordered topological space with a< ω-weakly
uniform base is metrizable. We characterize GO-spaces that havem-weakly uniform bases using quasi-
developability and another generalization of theGδ-diagonal property. We give examples showing that
a quasi-developable linearly ordered topological space can fail to have a< ω-weakly uniform base, that
a linearly ordered space can have a< ω-weakly uniform base without having anyn-weakly uniform
base, and that among hereditarily paracompact spaces no two of the countably many properties “X has
a< ω-weakly uniform base” and “X has ann-weakly uniform base” are equivalent.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we use techniques and examples from ordered space theory to study spaces having various
kinds of weakly uniform bases. In [HL], Heath and Lindgren defined that a collectionB is weakly
uniform if, given two distinct pointsx andy of X, there are only a finite number of members ofB
that contain{x,y}. Z. Balogh introduced generalizations of this notion, as follows: the collectionB is
n-weakly uniformif, given any setF with n points, the collection{B∈ B : F ⊆ B} is finite, andB is
< ω-weakly uniformif, given any infinite setS, there is some finiteF ⊆ Ssuch that{B∈ B : F ⊆ B} is
finite. Balogh’s definitions later appeared in the five-author paper [BDJSS]. Clearly, weakly uniform
collections and 2-weakly uniform collections are the same things, and ifm< n, thenm-weakly uniform
⇒ n-weakly uniform⇒ < ω-weakly uniform.

Recall that a spaceX has aGδ-diagonal if and only if there is a sequence〈G(n)〉 of open covers ofX
such that for eachp∈ X,

⋂∞
1 St(p,G(n)) = {p}. In an earlier paper [BL] we characterized GO-spaces

having weakly uniform bases as follows:

Theorem 1.1 : A GO-space has a weakly uniform base if and only if it is quasi-developable and has
a Gδ-diagonal.
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In this paper we generalize that result by making use of a property related to theGδ-diagonal covering
condition above. The new property is calledProperty N, where we say thatX has Property N if there
is a sequence〈G(n)〉 of open covers ofX such that for any infinite setS⊆ X there is a finite setF ⊆ S,
a pointp∈ F , and an integern such thatF 6⊆ St(p,G(n)). We prove:

Theorem 1.2 : A GO-space X has a< ω-weakly uniform base if and only if X is quasi-developable
and has Property N.

Heath and Lindgren originally observed [HL] that any LOTS with a weakly uniform base must be
metrizable. As a corollary to Theorem 1.2 we will strengthen the Heath-Lindgren result to

Corollary 1.3 A LOTS X has a< ω-weakly uniform base if and only if X is metrizable.

Finally, we characterize GO-spaces withm-weakly uniform bases as being those quasi-developable
GO-spaces that have open coversG(n) for n≥ 1 such that for eachp∈X, the set

⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1}

has fewer thanm points.

Recall that ageneralized ordered space(GO-space) is a triple(X,τ,<) where< is a linear ordering
of X and whereτ is a Hausdorff topology onX that has a base of order-convex sets. In caseτ is the
open interval topology of the ordering<, then we say that(X,τ,<) is a linearly ordered topological
space(LOTS). It is well-known that the class of GO-spaces coincides with the class of spaces that
embed topologically in a LOTS.

At several points in the next section, we deal with a subsetY of a linearly ordered setX and will
need to userelatively convex subsets of Y, i.e. subsetsS⊆Y such that ify1 < y2 are points of Y that
belong toS, then[y1,y2]∩Y ⊆ S.

Throughout this paper we reserve the symbolsR, Q, andP for the usual sets of real, rational, and
irrational numbers, and the set of all integers (positive and negative) is denoted byZ.

We thank the referee of our paper for valuable comments that signicantly improved our results.

2 GO-spaces with< ω-weakly uniform bases

Lemma 2.1 Let X be a GO-space with a< ω-weakly uniform base. Then:

a) X has a< ω-weakly uniform base whose members are convex sets;

b) X is first-countable;

c) X is paracompact.

Proof: To prove a), letB be any< ω-weakly uniform base forX. Let C be the family of all convex
components of members ofB. ThenC is a base forX and is also< ω-weakly uniform. To prove b)
we consider anyp∈ X. If p is isolated, there is nothing to prove, so either every neighborhood ofp
contains points belowp, or every neighborhood ofp contains points abovep (or both). In the first case,
computeκ = cf( ]←, p[ ). If κ≥ ω1 then we can find an infinite sequenceCn ∈ C of distinct members
of C and a pointq < p such that the infinite set]q, p[ is a subset of each setCn, contradicting thatC
is a< ω-weakly uniform collection. In the second case, a similar argument shows that the set]p,→ [
has countable coinitiality. Therefore,X is first countable atp.
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To prove c), recall that ifX is not paracompact then there is a stationary subsetSof some regular
uncountable cardinal that embeds as a closed subspace ofX [EL]. Because the existence of a< ω-
weakly uniform base is hereditary, the spaceShas a< ω-weakly uniform baseC and we may assume
that members ofC are convex sets. LetT be the set of non-isolated points of the spaceS. ThenT is
also a stationary set, and for eachλ ∈ T there is a setCλ ∈ C with λ ∈Cλ ⊆ S∩ [0,λ]. Chooseα(λ) < λ
such that ]α(λ),λ]∩S⊆Cλ. Then f (λ) = α(λ) is a regressive function, so there is someβ and some
stationary setU ⊆ T such thatf (λ) = β for eachλ ∈U . Let γ be the first limit point ofS that is larger
thanβ + ω. But then the infinite set]β,γ[ ∩S is a subset of each of the uncountably many setsCλ
for λ ∈U ∩ ]γ,→ [ ∩T, and that is impossible becauseC is < ω-weakly uniform. HenceX must be
paracompact.2

Recall that a space isquasi-developableif it has a sequence〈G(n)〉 of collections of open sets such
that if V is open andp∈ V then for somen we havep∈ St(p,G(n)) ⊆ V. It is known that for GO-
spaces, quasi-developability is equivalent to the existence of sσ-disjoint base. [B1] [L]. The following
lemma is easily proved.

Lemma 2.2 : Suppose X is a first-countable GO-space. If X=
⋃
{X(n) : n≥ 1} where each X(n) is

quasi-developable in its subspace topology, then X is quasi-developable.

Property N, a generalization of the well-knownGδ-diagonal covering property, was introduced in
the previous section.

Proposition 2.3 If a GO-space X has a< ω-weakly uniform base then X is quasi-developable and has
Property N.

Proof: Suppose thatX has a< ω-weakly uniform baseB. Lemma 2.1 shows thatX is paracompact
and that we may assume that members ofB are convex.

First we show thatX is quasi-developable. LetM be the union of all open, metrizable subspaces
of X. BecauseX is hereditarily paracompact,M is metrizable. LetY = X−M. Observe that it cannot
happen thatY contains pointsy1 < y2 such that ]y1,y2[ ∩Y is finite and non-empty because,X being
first-countable, that would force]y1,y2[ ⊆M. However, it might happen thatY has consecutive points,
i.e., pointsy1 < y2 with ]y1,y2[ ∩Y = /0. Let L be the set of all pointsy1 ∈ Y such that for some
y2 ∈Y∩ ]y1,→ [, the set ]y1,y2[ ∩Y = /0, and letR be the set of all pointsy2 ∈Y such that for some
y1 ∈Y∩ ]←,y2[ the set ]y1,y2[ ∩Y = /0. LetY2 = Y−L andY1 = Y−R. ThenX = M∪Y1∪Y2.

Consider the subspaceY1. It inherits a< ω-weakly uniform base fromX and therefore has a base
D of relatively open, relatively convex subsets that is< ω-weakly uniform. Leta,b be distinct points
of Y1. Without loss of generality, we may supposea< b. The key property ofY1 is that the setY1∩ [a,b]
must be infinite. Choose a finite setF ⊆ [a,b]∩Y1 such that only a finite number of members ofD
containF . But by relative convexity, any member ofD that contains the pointsa andb must contain
all of F . Hence only a finite number of members ofD can contain botha andb, and thereforeD is a
weakly uniform base forY1. Then by Theorem 1.1, the subspaceY1 is quasi-developable. Similarly,Y2

is also quasi-developable. BecauseX = M∪Y1∪Y2, we may apply Lemma 2.2 to conclude thatX is
quasi-developable.

Second we show thatX has Property N. LetI = {{p} : {p} ∈ B} and let

B(n) = {∩n
i=1Bi : the setsBi are distinct members ofB}.
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Let G(1) = B. Given the open coverG(n) for anyn≥ 1, letH (n) be a star-refinement ofG(n) and let

G(n+1) = I ∪{C∈ B(n+1) : C is a subset of some member ofH (n)}.

Because any non-isolated point ofX belongs to infinitely many members ofB, G(n+ 1) is an open
cover ofX.

Now suppose thatS is any infinite subset ofX. BecauseB is < ω-weakly uniform, there is a finite
subsetF ⊆ S such thatBF = {B ∈ B : F ⊆ B} is finite, and we may assume thatF has at least two
points. Letk = |BF | and letn = k+ 2. Let p be any point ofF and for contradiction suppose that
F ⊆ St(p,G(n)). ThenF ⊆ St(p,H (n)) so that, becauseH (n) star-refinesG(n−1) = G(k+1) there
is a memberG ∈ G(k+ 1) with F ⊆ St(p,H (n) ⊆ G. BecauseF has at least two points,G is not a
singleton and thereforeG is the intersection ofk+ 1 distinct members ofB, and that is impossible
becauseBF has onlyk members. Therefore,X has Property N.2

Proposition 2.4 If X is a quasi-developable GO-space with Property N, then X has a< ω-weakly
uniform base.

Proof: Being a quasi-developable GO-space,X is paracompact and has aσ-disjoint baseB =
⋃
{B(n) :

n≥ 1}. LetG(n) be the sequence of open covers guaranteed by Property N. BecauseX is paracompact,
we may assume that eachG(n) is a point-finite convex open cover ofX and thatG(n+1) refinesG(n)
for eachn≥ 1.

Let C (n) = {B∩G : B∈ B(n) andG∈ G(n)}. Then the collectionC =
⋃
{C (n) : n≥ 1} is a base

for the spaceX. To show thatC is < ω weakly uniform, letSbe any infinite subset ofX. Use Property
N to find a finite setF ⊆ S and an integern such that for somep ∈ F, F 6⊆ St(p,G(n)). Consider
CF = {C∈ C : F ⊆C}. If i > n and there is some memberC∈ C (i) with F ⊆C, writeC = G∩B where
G∈ G(n) andB∈ B(n). Then

F ⊆G⊆ St(p,G(i))⊆ St(p,G(n)),

contradicting the wayn was chosen. Therefore

(∗∗) CF ⊆
⋃
{C∈

n⋃
i=1

C (i) : F ⊂C}.

Consider anyi ≤ n. BecauseB(i) is a pairwise-disjoint collection, there is at most one member ofB(i)
that containsF . BecauseG(i) is a point finite cover ofX there are at most finitely many members of
G(i) that containF . Hence there are at most finitely many members ofC (i) that containF so that in
the light of (**), CF must be finite. ThereforeX has a< ω-weakly uniform base2

Theorem 2.5 A GO-space X has a a< ω-weakly uniform base if and only if X is quasi-developable
and has Property N.

Proof: Combine Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.2

Our next result generalizes a theorem of Heath and Lindgren [HL] stating that a LOTS with a
weakly uniform base must be metrizable.

Theorem 2.6 If X is a LOTS with a< ω-weakly uniform base, then X is metrizable.
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Proof: From Theorem 2.5, we know thatX is quasi-developable, and from Lemma 2.1 we know
thatX is paracompact. It is known that any paracompact, quasi-developable p-space (in the sense of
Arhangelskii) is metrizable [B2].

To show thatX is a p-space, begin with any< ω-weakly uniform baseB whose members are
convex subsets ofX. For eachn≥ 1, let

G(n) = {{p} : p is isolated inX}∪{∩n
i=1Bi : B1, · · · ,Bn are distinct members ofB}.

Because each non-isolated point ofX must belong to infinitely many members ofB, eachG(n) is an
open cover ofX.

For eachp∈ X, let J(p) =
⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1}. ThenJ(p) is a convex subset ofX containing

p. We claim that the setJ(p) is finite. If not, then one or both of the setsJ1 = J(p)∩ ]←, p[
andJ2 = J(p)∩ ]p,→ [ is infinite. Without loss of generality, assumeJ1 is infinite. Then there is
a finite subsetF ⊆ J1 such that only a finite number of members, sayk, of B containF . We may
assume thatF 6= /0. Let q be the least point of the finite setF and considerG(n) wheren > k. Because
q∈ J(p)⊆St(p,G(n)) we may choose a setG∈G(n) that contains bothq andp. But then by convexity
F ⊆ [q, p]⊆G. HenceG is not a singleton, soG must be the intersection ofn distinct members ofB,
showing thatF is contained in more thatk members ofB, and that is impossible. HenceJ(p) is a finite,
convex subset ofX.

BecauseX is a LOTS, for any open setU containing the finite setJ(p) there must some interval
]a,b[ with J(p) ⊆ ]a,b[ ⊆ U . Because neithera nor b belongs toJ(p) there is somen such that
neithera nor b belongs to St(p,G(n)). But then by convexity, St(p,G(n)) ⊆ ]a,b[ ⊆U . Hence the
sets St(p,G(n)) form an outer base for the compact setJ(p). It now follows from a theorem of Burke
and Stoltenberg [BuS] thatX is a p-space. According to the theorem of Bennett cited above,X is
metrizable, as claimed.2

In an earlier version of this paper, we gave a partial characterization of GO-spaces having m-
weakly uniform bases. The referee pointed out that our technique could be used to get the desired
characterization.

Proposition 2.7 : Let X be any GO-space and let m≥ 2 be an integer. Then X has an m-weakly
uniform base if and only if X is quasi-developable and has a sequence〈G(n)〉 of open covers with the
property that for each p∈ X,

⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1} has fewer than m points.

Proof: First suppose thatX has anm-weakly uniform baseB. We may assume that members ofB are
convex. In the light of Lemma 2.1 we know thatX is paracompact. LetI be the set of all isolated points
of X.

Let G(1) = B. Given anyG(n), let H (n) be an open cover ofX that star-refinesG(n) and let
G(n+1) be the collection

{{x} : x∈ I}
⋃
{G = B1∩·· ·∩Bn+1 : Bi ∈ B, Bi 6= B j if i 6= j, andG⊆ some member ofH (n)}.

ThenG(n+1) is an open cover ofX that also star-refinesG(n).

Fix p∈X and, for contradiction, suppose the set
⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1} has at leastmpoints. Then

there is a finite setF with p∈ F ⊂
⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1} and|F |= m. IndexF asF = {q1, · · · ,qm}

whereq1 < q2 < · · · < qm and p = qi for somei. BecauseB is anm-weakly uniform base forX,
the collection{B ∈ B : F ⊆ B} has only a finite number of members, say K. We know thatF ⊆
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St(p,G(K +2)) and that some memberG∈ G(K +1) hasF ⊆ St(p,G(K +2)) ⊆ G. Becausem≥ 2
we know thatG is not a singleton, so thatG is the intersection ofK +1 distinct members ofB. But that
is impossible becauseF is a subset of at mostK members ofB. Therefore,

⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1} has

fewer thanm points, as claimed.

Conversely, suppose thatX is quasi-developable and has a sequence〈G(n)〉 of open covers as
described in the theorem. Being quasi-developable, the GO-spaceX has aσ-disjoint baseC =

⋃
{C (n) :

n≥ 1}. We may assume that the members ofC are convex sets. Also because the GO-spaceX is quasi-
developable, we know thatX is paracompact. Therefore, we may assume thatG(n+ 1) refinesG(n)
and that eachG(n) is point-finite.

For eachn≥ 1 define
B(n) = {C∩G : C∈ C (n),G∈ G(n)}.

Then
⋃
{B(n) : n≥ 1} is a base forX. We claim thatB is anm-weakly uniform base forX. SupposeF is

a finite set withmelements and for contradiction suppose thatF is a subset of infinitely many members
of B. Each collectionB(n) is point-finite, so thatF is a subset of only finitely many members ofB(n)
for eachn. Hence there is a sequencen1 < n2 < n3 < · · · such that for someBi ∈B(ni) we haveF ⊆Bi .
ChooseGi ∈ G(ni) with Bi ⊆Gi . But thenF ⊆

⋂
{St(p,G(ni)) : i ≥ 1}=

⋂
{St(p,G(n)) : n≥ 1} and

that is impossible because the latter set is known to have fewer thanm points. HenceB is the required
m-weakly uniform base.2

3 Examples

Our first example shows that a quasi-developable LOTS may fail to have a< ω-weakly uniform base,
even when it is the union of two metrizable subspaces. (Recall that the proof of Proposition 2.3 showed
that any GO-space with a< ω-weakly uniform base is the union of three metrizable subspaces.)

Example 3.1 There is a quasi-developable LOTS that does not have a< ω-weakly uniform base, does
not have Property N, and is the union of two metrizable subspaces.

Proof: Consider the lexicographically ordered set

M∗ = (Q×{0})∪ (P×Z).

Note that, with the relative topology inherited fromM∗, bothQ×{0} andP×Z are metrizable and
their union isM∗. It is known [BL] thatM∗ is a quasi-developable LOTS that is not metrizable. One can
use Theorem 2.6 to show thatM∗ does not have a< ω-weakly uniform base. Therefore, Proposition
2.3 shows thatX cannot have Property N.2

Next we present a family of examples showing that the various notions of weakly uniform bases
defined in the Introduction are distinct.

Example 3.2 : For each n≥ 2 there is a hereditarily paracompact GO-space that has an(n+ 1)-
weakly uniform base, but not an n-weakly uniform base.

Proof: Fixn≥ 2 and consider the space

Y = (Q×{0})∪ (P×{0,1, · · · ,(n−1)})
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topologized as a subspace ofM∗ (see Example 3.1). Let{Ik : k ≥ 1} be a countable base of open
intervals with rational endpoints for the usual space of all real numbers, whereIk has length< 1

k . Let
Jk = {(x, i) ∈Y : x∈ Ik}. Then

B = {{(x, i)} : x∈ P and 0≤ i ≤ (n−1)}∪{Jk : k≥ 1}

is a base forY that is(n+1)-weakly uniform.

For contradiction, supposeY has ann-weakly uniform baseC . We may assume that members ofC
are either singletons or are convex subsets ofY that contain some points ofQ×{0}. Choose a sequence
Cm∈ C such that ifDm = {x∈R : there are points(a, i) < (b, j) of Cm with a< x < b}, then the length
of Dm is positive and less than1m. EachDm is an open subset of the usual space of real numbers and
each setUk =

⋃
{Dm : m≥ k} is dense inR. Then the Baire Category Theorem yields an irrational

numberx∈
⋂
{Uk : k≥ 1}. Then the n-element subsetF = {(x,0),(x,1), · · · ,(x,n−1)} of Y is a subset

of infinitely many of the setsCm, showing thatC is notn-weakly uniform.2

Example 3.3 There is a GO-space X that has a< ω-weakly uniform base but that does not have an
n-weakly uniform base for any finite n.

Proof: There are 2ω Gδ-subsets ofR that containQ, and every such set has cardinality 2ω. This
allows us to construct (inductively) a sequencePn of pairwise disjoint subsets ofP such that for each
n≥ 1, Pn∩D 6= /0 for everyGδ-subsetD⊆ R that containsQ.

Let Y = (Q×{0})∪ (
⋃∞

i=1Pn×{0,1, · · · ,n}), topologized as a subspace ofM∗ in Example 3.1.
ThenY is a GO-space and inherits a< ω-weakly uniform base fromM∗.

For contradiction, suppose thatB is an n-weakly uniform base forY, wheren < ω. As in Lemma
2.1, we may assume that members ofB are relatively convex subsets ofY. As in the second half of
the proof of Proposition 2.4, letB(k) be the collection of all sets that are intersections ofk distinct
members ofB and for eachq ∈ Q chooseB(q,k) ∈ B(k) with q ∈ B(q,k). Let C(q,k) = {y ∈ R :
∃(x,0),(z,0) ∈ B(q,k) having(x,0) < (y,0) < (z,0)}. EachC(n,q) is open inR andQ is contained
in the setO(k) =

⋃
{C(q,k) : q∈Q}. Then the setD =

⋂∞
i=1O(i) is aGδ-subset ofR that containsQ

and so there is a pointy∈ Pn+1∩D. But then the setF = {(y, i) : 0≤ i ≤ n+1} is a subset ofY that is
contained in infinitely many members ofB, and that is impossible.2
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